SOLUTIONS
AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.
Honeywell Access/Northern Computers WinPak Pro for Union County Judicial Center

CRS selected Honeywell’s Northern Computer’s WinPak Pro software and P-series panels for Union County Judicial Center’s access control system. This choice has provided many benefits to the customer including an active interface with the Notifier fire alarm system and the Bosch CCTV system through the UniNet software package. The Union County Sheriff’s Department’s officers can monitor all of the door activity for the 114 card reader system and control the holding cell doors from multiple locations throughout the building. The ability to control the system from multiple locations has offered a comforting degree of redundancy in the event that there are situations which necessitate the evacuation of designated areas.

Bosch CCTV for Northlake Mall

CRS provided the Bosch Desa digital video recorders with raid configured storage for a massive 3 years video archive of the 50 cameras installed on the site. The added raid storage has allowed the mall to exponentially add to the data storage of their facility without compromising the image quality or search functions of the digital video recorder. Each digital video recorder has been networked to allow easy access to viewing and controlling the system cameras from various areas in the mall. The Bosch Allegiant Matrix Switcher allows for easy access and control to any of the pan/tilt/zoom cameras installed in and around the mall property. The pan/tilt/zoom or PTZ cameras offer security personnel the ability to better monitor or track mall traffic and activity with uncompromised clarity.

Bosch Security for Ganassi Racing

CRS opted to use the Bosch D9412G panel for the demanding needs of the Ganassi Racing Team. This particular panel provides an integrated solution for security, fire alarm, and access control. The multiple partitions of the system allow the end-user to be in one area working while having other areas of the site secure. The D9412G also includes a built-in communicator that reports events to selected IP networks. CRS utilizes Bosch Long Range PIR’s that work up to 300 feet. In addition to these high-tech motion detectors, CRS also provides this facility with glass break detectors which range up to 25 feet of protected site.

Notifier Systems for Piedmont Town Center

CRS provided Piedmont Town Center with the ONYX Series Notifier Fire Alarm Systems. The array of restaurants, specialty shops, unique office spaces and desirable residential condominiums make Piedmont Town Center a prestigious mixed-use development. CRS opted to use the NFS-640 Control Panels. This model is perfect for medium to large installations, such as this site, and easily expands by using NOTI-FIRE-NET for future developments. Using ONYX Intelligent Sensing technology, the NFS-640 delivers rapid response times while reducing nuisance alarms and incorporating voice evacuation systems. The high performance technology applied in this model allows us to provide customized panels at Piedmont Town Center, making it user-friendly for our customers.

ONE STOP SHOPPING AT CRS... ENERGY MANAGEMENT

CRS partners with Southeast Integration Services to provide energy management options for our customers. Southeast Integration Services is a premier provider of indoor comfort, air quality and energy solutions utilizing Delta Controls products.